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• Protection

Defense techniques aid students
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By Yolanda Sly

Wetherall, president of Humaine
Women said."This is taking action."
Mitchell offered several personal safety tips for students:
• When traveling, have a
spare pair ofsneakers in the trunk
of a car in case the car breaks
down. Dress shoes aren't always
best for walking long distances.
•Keep your windows locked,
especially when sleeping.
•Know your route and several alternatives to that route.
• Know where you're going
and let others know where you're
going.

Public Safety Officer Deb Mitchell (above) demonstrates one
method of protecting ones self from an attacker. The demonstration was held in the Bangor Lounge on Friday, two days
after an attemted sexual assault near Mahaney Diamond.
Pictured at left, Amy Richendollar, on the right, a senior
education major, practices a self-defense move on Lynn Paisley, a junior human development major. (Jeff Tuttle Photos.)

• Investigation

• Culture

Artwork targeted for relocation
Jeff Tuttle
Editor-in-Chief
The University of Maine is retrieving its most valuable piecesofart
from open areas and offices and replacing them with art that can be
safely loaned. Wally Mason, the director of the University of Maine
Museum of Art, said removing the
artwork is necessary to preserve and
protect the collection.
"Many of these works are too
valuable to be out in a public arena,"
Mason said."We targeted a significant number of works that will eventually be coming back to the museum."
The decision to move the works
from their current locations on campus to the museum had been studied
before Mason took thejob as director
three months ago. of An estimate of
the value of the works dictated the
pieces be moved from their current

locations to the more protected environment the museum,Mason said.
Mason said the relocation is just

Wally Mason, director of the
UMaine Museum of Art.
(Courtesy Photo.)
beginning, and many of the targeted
works have been displayed improperly for anywhere from three to 15
years. In their current locations, the

pieces are likely to become damaged
by improperlighting,Mason said.He
cited an instance where a watercolor
was exposed to direct sunlight and
had faded. Mason said long-term exposure to fluorescent light is also
harmful to works on paper.
Some pieces that are located in
heavy-traffic areas, were exposed to
harmful dirt levels. Mason likened
the relocation to putting valuable library books in a special collection.
Masonresearched thecurrentvalof
ue the pieces on campus andfound
that many works outon campus were
often appraised at a point when they
were at lesser value than they are
today. The university art collection
includes works by such well-known
artists as Homer Winslow and Pablo
Piccasso. One George Inness painting,"The Elm," which hung in Fogler Library before being moved to
See ART on page 6

Police seek information in
attempted sexual assault
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Public Safety is still looking
for information that may help it
find the perpetrators of last
Wednesday night's attempted sexual assault.
"University police have been
working through the weekend,
they're real determined to resolve
this as quickly as they can," Joe
Can, a spokesman for the university, said.
Public Safety Sgt. Robert Norman is in charge of the investigation. He said the community has
been responsive.
"We're also asking anyone in
the community who was in the
Memorial Gym between 9 p.m.
and 10 p.m. on Wednesday night
to contact Public Safety, at 5814040," Norman said.

Norman said those inside the
gym might have seen or heard
something, which could help with
the case.
Can said there are no suspects
in the case,but officers are following up on information obtained
from phone calls made to Public
Safety in response to the media
alert.
"A lot of information was generated from the crime alert and
news reports," Can said. "People
are offering information. It's very
encouraging."
"There's a good chance that
one of the suspects is right-handed," Norman said.
"Some(leads)are forwarded to
the Orono Police Department because of the nature of the leads
(concerning the Nov. 13 sexual
See ATTACK on page 4
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• Awarded

• Reunited

honored
Jailed American in fair condition Newest Nobel Prize winners
and governments are increasingly

PUNO,Peru(AP)— After 11 months confined to a frigid prison cell on a wind1 swept plain high in the Andes Mountains,Lori Berenson got an early Christmas over
the weekend: a visit from her parents.
Carrying gifts — including books, New York bagels and home-made chocolate chip
cookies — Rhoda and Mark Berenson were allowed to see their 27-year-old daughter late
Saturday for the first time in a year.
, •
What they saw was at once a relief and a cause for concern.
Ms. Berenson is serving a life sentence in Peru's notorious Yanamayo prison for
terrorists. A secret military court panel convicted her earlier this year of treason for aiding

leftist guerrillas.
"Her fingers were sort of grotesque ... sort of deformed," her father said. The constant
cold, at an altitude of nearly 12,000 feet, has left her hands cut, bruised and swollen.
Ms. Berenson bundles herself in layers of sweaters to ward off the cold, which can drop
to near zero Fahrenheit at night. She had clearly lost weight and was hoarse from chronic
laryngitis.
But her mood was good and her parents said they recognized the "same old Lori" they
knew as she was growing up in New York City.

STOCKHOLM,Sweden(AP)— Businesses
resistant to funding research that doesn'tlead straight to the marketplace,this year's
Nobel Prize winners in science said Sunday.
The scientists, whose work hasn't yet found practical applications, spoke at a news
conference in Stockholm, where they receive their prizes Tuesday.
"Fundamental science is on the verge ofextinction." said Harold W.Kroto ofBritain's
Sussex University, who shared the 1996 chemistry prize with Robert F. Curl and Richard
E.Smalley ofRice University in Houston,for their discovery ofcarbon atoms bound in the
shape of a soccer ball.
Companies are spending too much on short-sighted research that aims to get goods into
stores quickly, the scientists said.
"Basic research leads to surprises very often, and surprises sometimes lead to prizes,"
added David M. Lee of Cornell University, one of three physics prize winners.
The laser, for example, developed from a branch of research that was considered
moribund in the 1960s, said another Cornell physicist, Robert C. Richardson.
The two,along with Douglas OsheroffofStanford University, won the physics prize for
the discovery of superfluidity in helium-3.

2

• Faith

Despite lingering heart
condition, work goes on
CALCUTTA,India(AP)— Mother Teresa appeared tired and her condition deteriorated slightly
Sunday, as doctors tried to cure her pneumonia so
that they could concentrate on her heart ailment.
"Mother is still not out of danger and physicians remained concerned," said a medical bulletin atthe B.M.Birla
Heart Research Center. "Today she appeared fatigued."
But the 86-year-old Roman Catholic nun has remained
attentive to her charity work, meeting with nuns to give
them instructions concerning her Missionaries of Charity
order.
A hospital statement Sunday said her bronchial pneumonia was worsening, despite "aggressive respiratory and
antibiotic therapy."
Her kidneys, however, were functioning, doctors at the
hospital said.
Mother Teresa was hospitalized Nov.22 after suffering a mild heart attack. She underwent an angioplasty on
Nov. 29 to remove blockages in two arteries, but her
recovery has been hampered by lung and kidney problems linked to the poor functioning of her heart.
Until Sunday, doctors had said they were pleased
with her recovery.

3

• Liberated

Red Cross workers
allowed to leave
4

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Sudanese rebels released three Red Cross workers — including an
American pilot — on Sunday after holding them
captive for five weeks.
The rebels continue to hold five Sudanese patients who
were in the care of the team when they were abducted, said
Nic Sommer,a spokesman for the International Committee
of the Red Cross in Nairobi.
The three captives — American pilot John Early of
Albuquerque, N.M., Australian nurse Maree Worthington,
and Kenyan pilot Mohsin Razam — were in good condition
and safely in Khartoum,the Sudan capital, Sommer said.
Stu Nagurka, a spokesman for Rep. Bill Richardson, RN.M., who was involved in negotiating the releases, said in
Washington, D.C., that he understood the five Sudanese
patients also had been released.
The rebels, a breakaway group of the Sudan People's
Liberation Army, seized the Red Cross workers Nov. 1 at
Wunrock, a remote location some 425 miles south of the
Khartoum, when they were returning the five Sudanese
home from a hospital.
The rebels led by Kerbino Kwanyih seized the aircraft
and its occupants, accusing the Red Cross of transporting
soldiers from a rival rebel faction, as well as arms and
ammunition for them.

r
the
Wea
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Partly sunny. Highs 35
to 40.

Tuesday's Outlook
Tuesday...Snow showers
or flurries likely north and
mountains. Fair south.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...Fair.
Thursday...Rain or snow
showers likely north and
chance of rain showers
south.
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• Christmas spirit

Kids, community service motives for annual book drive
By Kathryn Ritchie
Assistant City Editor
The College ofEducation at the University ofMaine is teaming up once again with the
Kiwanis Club of Old Town and Orono for an
annual book drive that combines the joy of
giving with the need of reading materials for
the area's youths.
"It's always been very important for the
university to be involved with the community," said Ethel Hill, an administrative associate who has been assisting College ofEduca-

tion Dean Robert Cobb in organizing the center who co-teaches with Barbara Turner.
event for 18 years. Even though they usually "In order to get, you have to give."
The children make their own wrapping
collect around 300 books, Hill said she starts
to panic as the date for distribution nears and paper for the books by decorating large rolls
they haven't collected enough books,but she of white paper with various markers and
paints.Initially they donate appropriate books
said,"Santa always comes through."
the center. Duplissie said he waits for
from
the
at
children
For the last five years
to ask if he or she can bring a book
child
one
makbeen
have
Center
UMaine Children's
to donate. He said that usually
home
from
to
books
donating
of
out
party
own
their
ing
sparks interest in the other children to give
the drive.
"We try to get them to understand that the from their homes.
Edward Piper, a Kiwanis member on the
holidays aren't all'gimme,gimme,gimme,
said Kevin Duplissie, team teacher at the youth service committee, said his group noticed there was a community need for more
books.
"Community service is what our club is
all about," Piper said."Kids are a high priority on our service."
The books will be distributed next week at
an annual Christmas party, sponsored by the

Kiwanis Club and the American Legion.
Piper said the town gives the groups names
ofchildren who might benefit mostfrom the
party. Piper said along with plenty of hot
dogs, soda and songs, young children are
given gifts, which are mainly clothing items.
The children and their older siblings receive
the donated books.
Books left over from the party are given
to the Kiwanis' Read and Leave Program,
which drops them off at area day care centers.
Hill said people are encouraged to donate books that are new or in good condition, possibly wrapped and labeled with
the appropriate age group. Donations can
be made at 151 Shibles Hall until Friday.
She encourages people at the university to
"make Christmas happen for a young person in our community."

SIGMA CHI Congratulates

our newest brothers!

Ethel Hill, of the College of Education, kneels next to a Christmas tree with gift
books donated to the annual book drive sponsored by the College of Education and the Kiwanis Club of Old Town. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

Jeremy B. Ashe
Patrick C. Haney
Jason N. Lamphere
Jason M. Lander
Joshua H. Nason
Kevin P. O'Connell
Jason L. Rathbun
Philip M. Savage

"Respect•You'll find it here."

The Maine Campus
Holiday Classified Sale
•Want to wish someone a Merry Christmas?
•Need to sell something to get money to buy
presents?
•Have a Secret Santa that you want to
leave a message for?

_Jour- -4ftk

10.11

Now through December 11, UMaine Students
can receive $1.00 off all classifieds by just
showing their MaineCard.
The Maine Campus is located on the 4th Floor of Chadbourne Hall.
For more information, call the advertising department at 1-1273.
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• Greeks

Baby-sitting bash frees faculty, stafffor a night out
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
University of Maine faculty and staff
will have a luxury most parents only dream
about, even if it's just for one night. They
won't have to find,feed or pay for a baby-

sitter to have an evening out.
Friday, Dec. 13,from 5:30 p.m.- 10:30
p.m. in Lengyel Gym, Alpha Phi Omega
and the of Gamma Sigma Sigma will provide baby-sitting services for UMaine faculty and staff.
"Every semester we put aside one Fri-

Have you ever wanted to wear contacts?
Do you haw problems trzcling the chalkboard?
Dr. John Gaetani, from Gaetani Eye Care Associates at(
569 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town, is now offering his
services at Cutler Health Center.

Dr. Gaetani will be offering comprehensive
eye exams as well as eye glass prescriptions
and contact lens fittings.
Students can call Cutler Health Center at 581-4179
to make appointments
for Tuesdays and Thursdays 8a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Exams can be billed to student accounts
$45.00 or $35.00 with Access Val Net
Faculty and staff are encouraged to contact
Dr. Gaetani at his Old Town office, at 827-2616.

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
.

:

I'. . t. 1
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CONCORD TRAILWAYS
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INFIE MANE WAY
TO BOSTON & LOGAN ARPORT
Univ. of Maine - Bangor, ME - Portland, ME - Boston, Ma - Logan Airport, MA
, Daily
Lv Orono. ME (Univ. of.4(71:)---- . —
7:15 am
Lv Bangor
9:25 am
Arr Portland
11:25 am
Arr'Boston. MA
11:45 are
Arr Logan Airport, MA

_._

Daily
10:45 am
11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm

_. Daily
—
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm

Attack
assault in Orono)," Norman said. "At this
time there is no reason to think the two are
related."
The attempted sexual assault occurred
on Wednesday, Dec. 4 between 9 p.m. and
10 p.m. near the Mahaney Clubhouse and
the field house.
According to Public Safety, a weapon
was used in the assault. The three perpetrators in the attack are described as a white

have various activities for the children,
such as games and movies.
"It'll be a lot of fun, everyone has a
good time," Aspinall said."There's games,
snacks and Bananas the Bear makes an
appearance."
Aspinall said along with games,a local
video store donates movies for the children to watch, and McDonald's donates
juice.
"There'll be games like kiddie basketball and badminton," LeBlond said.
Aspinall said faculty and staff should
notify the Alpha Phi Omega office, which
is in Room 8 of Fogler Library, or call the
office at 581-1689. The deadline for information is today. Faculty and staff with
questions can contact Rob Esty at the
Alpha Phi Omega office or Penniman, at
581-8607.
Aspinall said the baby-sit is open to
children 4-years-old and older. Parents
should include their child's name,age and
an emergency phone number when contacting the office.
from page 1
male and two black males between 17 and
20 years old.
The white and one of the black males
were reported to be between 5-foot-10 and6
feet tall. The other black male was reported
as being substantially taller than the other
two.
Norman said the Orono Police Department
and the Criminal Division of the Maine State
Police are assisting with the investigation.

I've Been Framed...
by the General Alumni Association
If you're a graduating senior, or need a gift

‘7$. — — - ---- - -- ---

SOUTHBOUND

day night to offer baby-sitting services,"
Alpha Phi Omega member Jamie LeBlond
said. "It gives professors a night out with
their spouses."
Alpha Phi Omega Service Vice President Chris Aspinall said the organizations
usually put aside the Friday before finals
to hold Professors' Night Out.
"It's a chance for them to have a night
on the town," Aspinall said. "It's a good
project, we usually have more fun than the
kids, and their parents always thank us."
Gamma Sigma Sigma membership
chair Julie Wall said Professor's Night
Out, is something the organization has
done for several years.
"It's a worthwhile project,and we have
fun doing this," she said.
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service VicePresident Katharine Penniman said,"We
let professors have a night out to get a
break and movies and activities. It's a
good opportunity because it doesn't cost
anything."
Aspinall said the organizations will

Friday
and
Sunday
2:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
725 pm
7:45 pm

for a friend who is graduating, you can
get framed by the Alumni Association.
Display your diploma proudly in polished
brass or cherry-stained rock maple,
both with a distinctive blue matte featuring
an elegant gold foil seal of the
University of Maine.

Additional 2:45 p.m. service from Orono on December 18,19,20
Logan Airport, MA - Boston, Ma - Portland, ME - Bangor, ME - Univ. of
NORTH BOUND
Daily
9:15 am
Lv Logan Airport, MA
10:00 am
Lv Boston, MA
12:01 pm
Lv Portland, ME
2:15 pm
Arr Bangor, ME
—
Arr Oreno,ME (Univ. of ME)

Friday
and
Daily
Daily
Sunday
5:15 pm
1:15 pm
9:15 am
6:15 pm
2:15 pm
10:00 am
8:15 pm
4:15 pm
12:01 pm
10) 2:15 pm (0)6:30 pm 10:30 pm
—
(0) 2:45 pm (0) 7:00 pm

Maine

Sunday
Only
5:15 pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
(0)10:30 pm

(0)10•50 pm

Our incredible price of just $25 for brass or $75 for
cherry-stained, makes this the perfect holiday gift!

WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

A portion of the proceeds wil benefit our student scholarship
programs. Stop by Crossland Center today to purchase your
frame or look for our table at commencement.

Tickets Available On Campus At:

For more information please call 581-ALUM(2586)

(0) - Discharge Passengers only.

Timetable effective September 4, 1996

CONCORD TRAILWAYS

HEW1NS/ Carlson Travel Network
UM Bookstore, Memorial Unioa

5814400

General Alumni Association
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• Free tuition

UMS scholarships fail to draw intended student response
AUGUSTA(AP)— Each year, several
students in Maine earn a free ride at any
campus in the University of Maine System.
But each year, most of the state's brightest
kids turn it down.
When the Maine Educational Assessment scholarship was created in 1985,it was
hoped that the offers would entice Maine's
brightest students to stay home to earn their

degrees. It hasn't.
Since 1985, 30 of the 88 top-achieving
students have taken the University of Maine
up on the offer. Last year, only one of the
state's nine brightest kids stayed within the
Maine system.
This year, 15 students tested their way to
the top of Maine's 13,000-member junior
class. The 15 scored within the top 1 percent

• Savings

Program helps students
pursue out-of-state studies
New Hampshire,
(AP) — Prospective college students icut, Massachusetts,
t. The stuVermon
and
Island
Rhode
can take advantage of a regional program
degree
certain
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to
need
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which allows New England students to
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s
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not
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s.
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For example, an RSP student at the
Last academic year, 700 Maine resiNew Hampshire pays
dents enrolled in out-of-state public col- University of
instead of the full outleges through the New England Regional $6,030 in tuition,
0.
$12,99
of
Student Program. The program is admin- of-state rate
saves students
only
not
m
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The
istered by the New England Board of
of dollars in
ds
thousan
s
familie
their
and
Higher Education in Boston.
rs millions
taxpaye
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also
but
tuition,
The Maine students save an average
New Ensix
the
g
enablin
by
dollars
of
tuition
6
of $4,300 each on their 1995-9
avoid
and
es
resourc
share
to
states
gland
resMaine
for
bills. Total tuition savings
ms.
duplicating academic progra
idents approached $3 million last year.
New England's 77 public two-year
allows
year,
40th
its
in
The program,
colleges and universities
Maine residents to pay reduced tuition and four-year
program.
the
in
t- participate
at colleges and universities in ConnecIllet•
so el

in reading, writing and math on the Maine
Educational Assessment tests.
Erika Lowe said she'll use the offer as a
bargaining chip with other schools. "That
scholarship is very important tome," Lowe
said. "It tells me I'm definitely going .to
school. And it's a good bartering tool."
Based on interviews with some of this
year's top scholars, it appears they will also
decline on the scholarship. Many students
said they wanted a change of scenery and
don't want to stay in Maine. Also students
say they are interested in colleges more
prestigious than the University of Maine at
Orono or its sister campuses.
University Chancellor Terrence MacTaggart said he is prepared to do more to
keep the brightest kids at home."We need
to be very serious about how talented these
kids are and how much we want them to
stay," he said.
The MEA scholarship program offers
free tuition valued at $14,200 over four
years. Students must still pay room and

board.
MacTaggart noted that other schools,
anxious to recruit top talent, are offering

more. He said Maine may begin making
counter-offers to top students recruited by
other schools.
But the other schools do offer something Maine can't: A change of scenery.
"Maine is too isolated," said Mary
Dyk of Falmouth, who won a scholarship
this year. Dyk hopes to attend a private
school in Virginia or Pennsylvania."I want
to be near a city to meet different kinds of
people," she said.

WASTED
YOUTH.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES WO
A

FRI

ONLY $9.99
KINNG W/TH
PIZZA KI
IS COUPON

•
•▪ 2 10 in. PIZZAS
:
0/96
12/2
866-5505 exp
AS
SOD
oz.
20
2
:
••.•
MMM
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MMMMMMMMMMM ••••••••• MMMMMM •••

atiRegister To
• Win One Of Ten
A
$100.00
Gift Certificates!.

‘.0.:I4tze

Textbook
Buyback
Wednesday, December 11
Thursday, December 12
Friday, December 13
Saturday, December 14

8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-4:30 PM
9 AM-4 PM

Monday, December 16
Tuesday, December 17
Wednesday, December 18
Thursday, December 19
Friday, December 20

8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-6 PM
8 AM-4:30 PM

• Bring in Your Store AmPersands Mug
& Student I.D. for unlimited FREE
GOURMET COFFEE all during Finals Week!!

• Wake UP & Energize with Power Bars &
Chunks of Energy. They Really Work!.

University
BOOKSTORE

• Baked XMAS Goodies to satisfy all of
your munchie needs.
22 Mill Street•Orono•866-4110
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Art

from page 1

the museum,is valued at $75,000.
Works of art in the Maine Center for the
Arts, Alumni Hall, the president's house, as
well as other buildings on campus, are also
targeted for relocation and replacement. Judith
Bailey, vice president of academic affairs and
provost, said the moves are necessary to preserve the quality and value of the works.
Mason said he understands that some people are upset with the loss ofthe paintings from
their work areas, but the museum has worked
closely with those affected by the relocation to
replace those pieces.
"It's always painful to have some thing that
you cherish taken awayfrom you,"Mason said.
"We have been as sensitive to that idea as
possible and tried to replace,in as many cases as
possible, works with other works of interest."
Bailey said that while those who currently
possess the pieces in their working areas regret
the loss of the artwork, most, including PresidentFrederick Hutchinson,understand the need
for their replacement.

"Itsetsagood example when worksaretaken
from the president's houseand working area,and
he's accepted it," Bailey said.'There are some
who are disappointed, but they are aware ofthe
necessity to preserve the collection."
Mason said many ofthe targeted works arein
offices,although some arein heavy-traffic areas,
such asthelibrary. Mason said the museum isthe
best place to keep the paintings and will allow
students to view them in a different manner.
"Ifyou were to go into abuilding on campus
and look at a painting, and then you came in to
the museum and you looked at it, you would
think of it in a different way because it's in a
museum," Mason said."Works that are out on
campus tend to become what we affectionately
call 'wallpaper."
Mason said a rotating exhibition of the
permanentcollection will probably begin on an
ongoing basis in May. The 50th anniversary
exhibit, which includes pieces retrieved from
the president's house and Fogler Library, is
currently on display atUMaine Museum ofArt. "The Elm," an 1864 oil on canvas, by George Inness. (Jeff Tuttle Photo.)

The Maine Campus
last edition is this Friday, December 13.
The first edition after break will be Monday, January 13
Good Luck on your Finals & Have a Great Break!
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

author signing

Melissa Sweet

IA riot"' Swirtz
author of
Ail Arney-ictrett lricpyrzeccoming

Saturday, December 14th
12-2 p.m.

The historical record of the
"welcome home" extended by
Maine residents to returning
Gulf VVar veterans at
Bangor International Airport in 1991.

Noted children's author and illustrator,
Melissa Sweet is the illustrator of the
well-loved Pinky & Rex series. Her latest
books are Snowman on Sycamore Street
and Bat Jamboree,as well as many
others will be available for signing at
this time. Please join us to meet with her.
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Former Producer &
Director of the Late
Show,with me!
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Hey kids,
it's free!
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• Film

Maine filmmakers hope for underground hit with 'Reindeer Games'
By James Wright
Arts Editor
Independent filmmakers either shun
Hollywood's extravagant productions or
have been excluded from their high-priced
reindeer games. That's when it's time to
make your own.
Maine's first fully independent feature film,"Reindeer Games," will get its
first Orono screening Wednesday in 100
Donald P. Corbett Business Building at 7
p.m. and 9:15 p.m. The showing is a sort
of homecoming for three young filmmakers who have begun to turn their
dreams into reality. The film industry is
alive in Maine, and could soon grow out
of its infant stage.
Efram Potelle, Shayne Worcester and
Kyle Rankin, friends and partners in Dirigo Productions out ofPortland,are striv-

Leolt
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by Roger and Salem Salloom 01996

Boy, have I had some bad luck
with girls.
The night before my very first
date, the girl called me to say her
cat got sick and had to be put to
sleep the next day. So,she
canceled because she wanted to
spend time with it on it's last day.
She wanted to pet it and hold it. I
told her I'd come over and we
could both pet her kitty.
She said no. Some people
simply won't let you into their
lives, or their kitty's. Boy, does
that hurt.

ing to bring their ultra-low-budget films
to audiences mostly by word-of-mouth.
Orono will prove to be a new testing
ground for their latest effort.
Potelle and Rankin,former University
of Maine students, used the Orono campus as the setting for their first completed
video-thriller project in the spring of
1994, "Dorm." A tale of murder and
mystery on the UMaine campus, it was
shot around campus as an extra-curricular project between classes."Dorm," now
available at Home Vision Video, Sounds
Easy and Front Row Videos,showed their
promise and potential and opened some
doors for this trio of aspiring filmmakers.
"When we started we didn't have a
dime," said Potelle, who is hoping to
realize his lifelong dream of making films.
Although they haven't exactly quit their
day jobs, the young film company is
hoping to sell "Reindeer Games" to a
national distributor.
"Reindeer Games" is a psychological
drama set in Portland. Shot partly in
Worcester's School Street apartment
building and in the kitchen of F. Parker
Reidy's, it follows the quiet life of a
dishwasher who snaps, and kidnaps a
waitress he works with and ties her up in
his basement. Potelle compares the film,
which was shot with 16 mm film, to the
low-budget feature "Clerks."
"It looks a hundred times better than
'Clerks,' though," he said. Shot with a
budget of just $35,000, the project was
done with the help of several local businesses.
"We had free use of services and accommodations that made it all possible,"
Potelle said. "It was a real community
effort."
With free food for actors from local
restaurants, complimentary hotel accommodations and donations from local businesses, the expenses were cut drastically.
Without the assistance,the film may never have been made. Those who helped in
the process were repaid with a private
debut screening at the Portland Museum
of Art a few weeks ago. The film has had
several showings there and has garnered
positive reviews.
Potelle, Rankin and Worcester, who
wrote the script together, were deeply

Efram Potelle (right) works with his film crew in the making of "Reindeer
Games." Here he places blood on the kitchen floor at F. Parker Reidy's in
Portland, Maine. (Courtesy Photo.)
involved in all phases of production.
Rankin plays the male lead character,
Worcester directed the film, and Potelle
did all the sound-on-set editing and final
production. It's all a part of what Potelle
calls independent "guerrilla" filmmaking, and it's strictly Maine.
"Many films are based here or shot

here," Potelle added."But this is the first
film to be written, produced and financed
in Maine. Being from Maine, we have an
eye for what is distinctly Maine and what
makes a good Maine location. There are
a lot of beautiful settings here."
See REINDEER on page 9

• Music

Jazz Mandolin Project provides mellow evening
By James Wright

relaxed musical excursion with a tasteful
international
flavor. A majority of the
Arts Editor
attentive audience took to the floor to sit
The mandolin conjures up images of and watch a traveling show that's hard to
midget minstrels in tights skipping and label.
frolicking through a medieval English
The mandolin is a small instrument,
courtyard after a fashion,
but in the hands of Jamie Masefield, it's
The Jazz Mandolin Project, however, huge — almost as big as his smile as he
can change every conception of the po- tore through his repertoire of flamencotential of the mandolin in the realm of style super picking and machine-gun
jazz. After Saturday night's unique per- speed strumming that characterizes the
formance at Wells Commons (kudos to upbeat nature of this Burlington, Vt.,
the new setup), a couple of thathundred ensemble.
curious listeners were turned into fans of
The interesting and exotic first set,filled
the trio of tantalizing timbre from the with off-beat rhythms and startling melocity on Lake Champlain.
dies, ended with Khatchaturian's "Sabre
Those who said to hell with the foul Dance,"a three-movement epic that soundweather were greeted by an extremely ed like something straight out of a Pee Wee

Herman movie. Somehow it was much
cooler than the big adventure. Add to that a
cover of Boston's "Foreplay" and original
works from the band's recently released,
self-titled debut CD,and you had an interesting and unpredictable evening of music
drawing from the genres oftraditionaljazz,
funk and even tango.
Bass player Stacy Starkweather fills
the groove with skill and uses some unorthodox effects for sounds that basses
aren't supposed to make. His lines are a
clean strut that, with the tricky fills and
rolls from percussionist Gabe Jarrett,
should have provoked the sleepy Saturday audience to get up and dance.
See JMP on page 9
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jivip
Jen Spingla got the crowd used to the
sitting position when she opened the

evening in a return visit to UMaine. Her
epic songs are emotional cries everyone

can relate to in some form."Don't tell me
you love me, just tell me you can still
love yourself with me" is advice we all
could adhere to. For more Spingla counsel, check in with Dr. Records soon for
her first CD.
Jazz Mandolin Project are no strangers to Orono, and this little town has

made quite an impression on these guys,
who shared their fond memories of wild
performances at the Bumstock field and
the Ram's Horn a couple years ago. As
long as the Oronoka still stands, Jazz
Mandolin Project will find a home here
in Orono. We can hope they'll find their
way back soon.
from page 8

Reindeer
Potential success or growth of the
company will not necessitate a move.
Dingo Productions plans to stay in Maine,
which should help to create a sense of
community in a state with no full-time
feature filmmakers.
Dingo Productions hopes to next produce a film that it has been sitting on for
a while. This summer may bring the filming of "Camp," a story of a summer job

The Maine Campus
recycles.

gone wrong. A price tag on the project is
forseeably large, but hard work and community support has gotten them this far.
"We're definitely determined, driven and poor," Potelle said.
If this dream gets off of the ground
for Dingo Productions,things are bound
to change. Tickets to Wednesday's
screening are $3 with a UMaine student
id., $7 without.

• All Shows - $2.50.
Featuring
$1 Tuesday - All Shows
Fly Away Home (PG) 5:20

Share it with a friend.

Jack (PG) 4:30, 7:05, 9:15
First Wives Club (PG) 3:30, 530, 740,945
First Kid (PG)3:55
Phenomenon (PG),4:50, 7:20, 9:45
Glimmer Man (R) 5:50, 7:35 9:35
The Chamber(R) 3:40, 7:40, 9:45
The Long Kiss Goodnight(R) 7:25, 9:50
Dear God (PG) 5:45

The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

827-7411 • Exit 51 •
University Mall • Orono
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he hears Saturday
James Masefield, of the Jazz Mandolin Project, likes what
)
Photo.
night at Wells Commons. (Joel Page

What's Happening at Margarita's

Thursday 12\26

MON
TUE
WED

This Week
Hospitality Employees Night
$1.95 22 oz. Domestic Drafts•$3 Original Margaritas
40% Off Food•OPen Mike Night TONIGHT!

Flip Night
Join Asa at the bar for 25 cent Flip Night!
Singled Out Returns! Prizes include ski passes, rentals &
lessons to Sugarloaf U.S.A. (Sponsored by Sugarloaf U.S.A.)

Student ID Night
$1.00 Honey Brown & Michael Shea's Drafts•$2 Original
Margaritas

THU
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Ladies Night in The Lounge
$1.50 Sobreros•$1.00 Michelob Light Drafts•40% off
Food

FAT FRIDAYS
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. • Free Fat Food & Fat Free Stuff
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• Commentaries

The Maine dial around
Ignorance is bliss — for big business. For
Mainers,the startling revelation they've been
taken advantage ofby NYNEX,Maine's largest and, until now, only provider of in-state
long-distance service, is no revelation for the
executives at this New England megalith.
The inner workings of the magical telephone elude the comprehension of most consumers, as do the business practices of the
massive and numerous long-distance service providers. Witnessing the incessant,
competitive ad campaigns these entities have
mustered for years, one must conclude the
profit coffers are in short supply. For any
company,the telephone business is win-win.
NYNEX has a monopoly on statewide
long-distance service; therefore,it can charge
high rates. As a result, NYNEX charges the
highest in-state long-distance rates in the
nation — twice as much as the next highest
rate state, West Virginia.
Fortunately,the Public Utilities Commission recently ordered NYNEX to return about
$40 million in "overearnings" to rate payers,
and the forthcoming merger with Bell Atlantic will help reduce rates. Unfortunately,
the commission is now favorably consider-

ing, as a part of the deal, NYNEX's bid to
control the majority of the state's Internet
resources as an Internet service provider.
The cycle begins anew.
To circumvent NYNEX's rates, one can
use an outside long-distance provider such
as AT&T. However, the requirements include a special access code (10288) and a
special offer (currently One Rate) to get the
lower rates, which are (surprise) for a limited time only. A variety of smaller providers
offer lower rates, different access codes and
costlier scams. The access code is called a
"dial around," but it's really a runaround
because providers generally don't "provide"
it to the customers unless explicitly asked
• Letters to the Editor
for.
With the only interface between the phone
ployees were the only group
companies and the consumer being a 12- • Further classification not represented at faculty senbutton keypad in use almost since its invenate meetings. As president of
To the Editor:
tion, phone companies have the distinct adthe CEAC. I made a formal
Your clarification in the request that classified employvantage; they rule by confusion a resource
Nov.
20 issue of The Maine ees be given liaison status
deemed necessary by every American.LongCampus of the feature titled equal to that of the PEAC (the
distance providers constantly advertise their
"UMaine administrative assisdedication to technology and the future, but tants voice academic con- professional group). That request was unanimously apthe truth is, they're robbing us blind with cerns" regarding access to the
proved by the faculty senate
out-of-date technology.(P. Livingstone)
classroom for classified em- and I now attend their month-

Loser ofthe new deal
Bud Selig finally convinced owners in
Major League Baseball to stop the insanity
and ratify the new baseball deal, securing
labor peace for the next five years. The fans
are the obvious winners. They will be guaranteed uninterrupted baseball and interleague
play. So who are the losers?
The one man who got hurt the most by
this labor agreement is Jerry Reinsdorf. During this whole fiasco, he was the one person
who repeatedly said the labor deal the players put on the table was no good.
After all his jockeying for position, Reinsdorf went out and gave Albert Belle a
$52.5 million deal. Bingo. Just like that,
owners changed their minds and Reinsdorf's
credibility went out the window.
Reinsdorf has preached continually about
the importance of giving small-market
teams(i.e., Milwaukee,Pittsburgh and Montreal) a chance to compete on the same
level financially with the big-market teams

(i.e., New York, Chicago and Atlanta.)
The new labor deal isn't perfect, but it
helps. Revenue sharing will give money to
the smaller markets and allow them to spend
more money on free agents. By signing Belle,
Reinsdorf basically showed he didn't care
what trouble the small-market teams were
having and wanted what was best for himself. Basically,he was hypocritical and didn't
practice what he preached. He showed no
remorse for the declining state of baseball.
The ramifications of Reinsdorfs actions
were huge. It was actually a blessing in disguise because for once it incited the owners
to action. For once, owners were held accountable for their mistakes and were forced
to do something about it.
The end ofthe labor dispute was good for
baseball simply because it may have finally
added some control to the game. It was bad
for Reinsdorf because respect he once commanded is no longer there.(S. Martin)
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ployees helped to clear up
some of the misconceptions
the original article contained.
I would like to take it one step
further, however, with the following additional clarifications:
During the interview for the
article and in our endeavors in
this regard, we have dealt with
the problem of access to the
classroom for all classified employees, not just AAs.
The article refers to a lack
of support by the university.
That is a very broad statement
and is not an accurate one. The
university is made up of many,
many different people, some
of whom support worker education 300 percent and some
who don't believe in it at all.
At no time have we accused
"the university" of not supporting us.
To reiterate your clarification of the second paragraph,
at no time has the university
denied anyone the tuition
waiver guaranteed by the
union contract, if the employee has gone through the preliminary approval stages.
The quote attributed to Ann
Soule was actually based on
something I said. I cited an
instance, as an example of the
problem, in which a supervisor denied release time to an
employee because the class
time conflicted with monthly
staff meetings.!stated that this
is an example of the reasons
given when immediate supervisors don't release employees to go to class. It is a decision based only on what is
good for the department, without trying to work out a compromise where the employee
can benefit as well. It is not
"the worst incident I could remember.
The quote about getting a
voice through faculty senate
is misleading. Classified em-

• No car, no ticket

ly meetings. That was done,
not to "get support from the
university," but to be better
informed about the process and
decisions being made on matters that affect us directly in
our jobs. The most accurate
statement in the article was the
one that describes the role of
the staff representative to senate meetings as putting ideas
and concerns of classified employees on the agenda.
The faculty senate is not
doing a survey. At the October senate meeting, I presented the issue of the difficulty
some employees have of getting release time for classes,
and asked for the support of
those in the room to help us
solve the problem. The senate
agreed to discuss the issue and
has asked the CEAC to tell
them how we want them to
support us and to give them
documentation of actual situations. We will do that through
a survey that the CEAC will
conduct as part of our process of gathering information
about the issues that affect our
constituents. Ann Soule said
nothing about "hoping the
faculty senate will keep its
promises." The senate has
promised nothing at this point
except to listen to what we
have to say.
The purpose of our efforts
is to help those supervisors
who find it difficult to grant
release time to their employees who want to take classes
to understand that they, their
department, and the university cannot help but benefit from
better-educated employees. It
is to this end that the President's Council on Women and
the CEAC have adopted this
issue as a focus of their efforts
this year.

To the Editor:
The parking situation at
the university has been a
touchy subject in past years.
Here is one more complaint.
Not owning a car at all,
much less on campus, I'm
starting to worry about Public Safety. About a year ago
I received a charge for a
parking ticket on my student
bill. Upon calling the parking office, I informed them
of my careless status and
was told that a temporary
permit was issued to
Michelle Glidden. Well
that's nice, but how I fit in
eludes me. Of the supposedly three Michelle Gliddens
on campus, I got the charge
(or maybe we all did). The
charge was removed and I
had been relatively happy
with Public Safety until now.
On Nov. 6, I awoke to a
ringing phone at 7:21 in the
morning. Foolishly answering it, I was informed by an
officer of Public Safety that
my car was being towed if I
didn't move it. Realizing I
don't have a car, I told the
officer he had the wrong
number. Further conversation
determined that he dialed the
right number,I did live there,
my name is not Corey, none
of my roommates were
named Corey and that no one
named Corey stays with us.
The conversation ended with
me suggesting that maybe his
computer was out of date, and
I was thanked for giving up
my valuable sleep time with
"well, its been out there for
three days."
So to make this clear to
Public Safety and for future
reference: Yes, you know
how to dial a phone, but I'm
not usually up before eight,
my name is not Corey and I
do not have a car so leave me
alone! And if I receive towing fees or parking tickets on
any future bills, I'm forwarding them to President Hutchinson; I'm sure he really has
a car.

Suzanne Moulton
President, CEAC

Michelle L. Glidden
Orono
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• Tuttlevision

Exodus from Maine
Jeff Tuttle

fH
WE'VE GOT NEW LAYERS OF
TECHNOLOGY TO PROTECT yov
;ROM OLD LAYERS OF TEO4WM.0A.
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• Guest column

Safe and snug no longer
Jessica Lee
his is an appeal to every member
of the University of Maine campus because our campus isn't a
safe, secure place anymore. Our entire
community has been violated because of
the sexual assault of two women — one
raped, the other wasn't, not because her
three attackers suddenly felt a change of
heart, but, rather, because she was lucky
enough to get away.
At the beginning of this semester, a
whole week was dedicated to raising awareness
about rape and sexual assault. People gave speeches and tied ribbons to a
string: That was all fine
and dandy then because we
thought our university was
safe and snug, tucked in
the middle of a small community in Maine.
Because I have never
known someone who had
been raped, the crime
wasn't a true reality for
me. It was just something
that happened on television and in movies. I certainly didn't worry about
it happening to me, a family member or one of my friends. But
now, with the reality of these two sexual
assaults staring me (and the rest of the
university) in the face, in my heart, I do
worry. I had thought Maine's wall-like
forests would provide a buffer between
us and the massive influx of violent crime
invading the rest of the country. Good
theory, but the thing is it hasn't worked
that way.
Right now, I don't feel safe on our
campus. I doubt many other female members of the community feel safe anymore.
It's hard to feel safe when the most invasive crime against humanity imaginable

T

has occurred in your own back yard —
twice — in the last four weeks and the
attackers haven't been caught.
That cozy, comfy feeling — synonymous with our campus in the past — is
gone. We need to accept we're not living
in a box, tucked away in our own corner,
sheltered from the rest of the country.
Crime happens in Maine and, no matter
what we want to think, it has leaked onto
our campus.
Two sexual assaults in a month's time
calls for more extreme action than setting
aside one week for raising awareness.
One woman raped, another assaulted — what
will happen next time?
The university community needs to come together to fight a recurrence of
this horrible violation.
There needs to be awareness of this issue at all
times so we're ready when
we have to face it. Teaching women a few self-defense moves and telling
them to be angry isn't
helping them.
Anger clouds your
judgment.
It's a good, healthy fear
that makes us look both
ways before we cross the
street. That fear keeps us safe. It will
keep us from doing things that put us at
risk. The university can't go back to the
way it was before the attacks. The environment simply wasn't safe enough — it
was only an illusion.
From now on, wield your fear like a
weapon. Be aware of your environment.
Think to yourself, "Where can I go if
someone attacks me?" Have a mental plan
prepared. If we carry that fear with us,
everywhere, we will be ready if there
ever is a "next time."

We need to
accept we're
not living in a
box, tucked
away in our
own corner,
sheltered from
the rest of the
country.

(Jessica Lee is a seniorjournalism student.)

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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The best and
brightest emerging from Maine's
high schools are
consistently bypassing offers
from the state
university system
and, in the tradition of New England intellectualism, are opting to bring their talents
to the smaller liberal arts colleges. The
current academic climate at the University of Maine would suggest that their
reasons for declining the generous,fouryear, free-tuition offer are wise considering their many options.
Maine certainly has
its share of nationally
competitive students.
The university faces the
challenge of convincing
these students that a
bachelor's degree from
the state's flagship university is of equal value
to a liberal arts degree
from a Colby, Bates,
Bowdoin or the host of
other small private colleges on the East Coast.
Considering the demand
for a solid liberal arts
education, and its undisputed value when
these talented students apply to graduate
school, the University of Maine should
concentrate its efforts on creating a liberal arts education that can rival its smaller but more financially stable competitors.
Consistent downsizing and reorganization in the liberal arts arena has served
only to put this large, land grant at the
mercy of these tuition-driven institutions.
More disturbingly, it has sent the message that the university has accepted a
narrow role as a top-notch engineering
school with a strong forestry program.
Moreover, accepting mediocrity in majority of academic programs is indicative of
UMaine's perceived secondary status as institution of higher learning.
There's a great deal of truth in the
assertion that the quality of one's education is measured in the amount of effort
invested, and students who do well at
this university are likely to succeed in

the work force. Despite their dedication
to academics however, these students remain at a disadvantage when competing
against Ivy League graduates, who leave
these top schools not only with a degree,
but a reputation.
New England tradition seems to dictate that its best students attend the smallest, most exclusive school possible.
Compared to the Midwestern students,
who long to go to the huge state universities in Iowa, Michigan, Kansas and Indiana, Maine's brightest would just as
soon take their guidance councilors' advice and think small and south.
Chancellor Terrence MacTaggart has
talked about sweetening the deal for these
highhigh-school
brows, but free room
and board will never be
adequate compensation for that which is
missing from this university setting. Maine
students understandably feel isolated from
the rest of the world
and yearn for a chance
to experience different
cultures. Despite the
efforts of a few committed people on campus, diversity is not a
strong selling point for
the University of
Maine.
While the Maine Center for the Arts
does an admirable job exposing students
to a culture taken for granted in metropolitan areas, and the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs provides a valuable support network for students of color who make the trip to Maine, diversity
can no longer be largely limited to the
stage and the athletic field. To attract
our state's top students, as well as those
from around the nation, the administration must make a concerted effort to
bring diverse cultures and ideologies to
Orono.
Prestige and diversity compel Maine's
best to look beyond their state's flagship
for their education. For the University
of Maine to compete, it must remember
that true education is not limited to the
classroom.

Maine students
understandably
feel isolated from
the rest of the
world and yearn
for a chance to
experience
different cultures.

(Jeff Tuttle is a seniorjournalism major
and editor-in-chiefofThe Maine Campus.)
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
By Israel Skelton

Cranially Constipated
ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
A CCE PTO b

Mr Gra)

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: First
things first should be your motto over the next
12 months. You have a wealth of plans and a
desire to make a name for yourself, but you
won't get far if you neglect the basics. They are
also the foundations upon which you build.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You have
the charm, energy and enthusiasm to knock the
socks off the opposition today and, in doing so,
enhance your reputation. You're urged to think
big and act as if you can't possibly fail. You

o

(Jc0

By Travis Dandro
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DILBERT
by Scott Adams

CAT BERT, EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR 2
THE MANDATORY UNPAID
OVERTIME 15 IMMORAL.
ITS DESTROYING TI-IE
QUALITY OF MY LIFE.

LET ME DO THE TALKING
WHEN WE MEET WITH
YOUR 0055.

www.unitedmedia.com

DOGBERT THE CONSULTANT

ALICE, ALICE, ALICE
COMPANIES ARE
DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE
STOCKHOLDER VALUE,
NOT EMPLOYEE
HAPPINESS.

MAYBE THE HEAD OF
HUMAN RESOURCES
SHOULD BE A
HUMAN.
(-PRIVATELY I REFER
TO MYSELF AS THE
DIRECTOR OF DISGRUNTLED CAT TOYS.

cAS YOU KNOW, ANY IDEA."
FROM THE POINTY-HAIRED
WONDER 15 CRUD, 6UT
WHEN YOU ADD MY
ABILITY, WHAT 00 YOU
HAVE?)

NON( EQUITUR
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YoUR CAR N
C;CTIoN C-5
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41)1996 WashIngton Post Write,Group

anta's
1V7 Xhags of
Khristmas
in the
Nlineties
THIRTEEN DAYS
BEFORE CHRISTMAS,
THE MAILMAN
GAVE TO ME...

E-mail: Wiley-too nalaol.com

For Monday, December 9

Wei,Site

- www.washingtonpost.com/wiley

can't.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Ignore convention and do what your instincts tell you.
What your instincts tell you may seem outrageous, but a lot of people will be impressed by
what you say and do. And those who are genuinely outraged are living in another era.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): You have no
time for people who can't or won't let go of
their inhibitions, especially if they also complain that they never seem to have any fun. Fun
is what you make of it, so make of it what you
will and avoid individuals who walk around
with unhappy faces.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may be
calm on the outside, but on the inside you're a
rage of conflicting passions. But with so many
positive aspects in your chart there's no reason
why you should keep them to yourself. Someone is hoping and praying to be the object of
your passion.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): You can't escape
your obligations, but you can resolve not to let
them dominate your every waking moment.
You're urged to focus on family ties first and let
financial and work issues take care of themselves. Worry less, laugh more and life will be
so much fun.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): This will be a
wonderfully exhausting day — you have so much
to do and only 24 hours in which to get it all
done. The planets give you stamina to spare, but
it won't last forever. Don't commit yourself to
anything that's likely to drag on indefinitely.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): It isn't in your
nature to be suspicious, but you can't help wondering why someone you haven't gotten along with in
the past now wants to be your friend. There has
been a genuine change of heart — don't spoil it by
refusing to meet the person halfway.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You're in
two minds whether or not to commit yourself to
something you know will be controversial.
Wouldn't it be better to forget about it and focus
on something less debatable? No it wouldn't. If
there's injustice to be tackled, then it doesn't
matter how many noses are put out ofjoint.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Although you may receive some kind of offer this
week that makes your prospects seem so much
brighter, there's still the nagging doubt that you
should be doing something more with your life.
You should, but first you must take care of your
financial security.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Every
now and then you do something so out of character that even those who know you well are
taken by surprise. Today's aspects suggest you
feel the need to shock, if only to get a stale
situation smelling fresh again. Do something
dramatic — it will get results.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Sometimes we must follow our instincts, even though
common sense tells us our instincts are wrong.
It may be less stressful to follow the logical path
today, but you suspect that if you do you will
always regret it. A deeper, wiser part of you is
guiding your actions — don't fight against it.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): It may feel
as if the world is against you today, but it's more
likely to be one particular person who's getting
you down. You can either confront it or ignore
it, but whichever you choose demands that you
wake up tomorrow with the matter resolved.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Not everyone can be a hero,but you can. Not everyone can
be a star, but you can. There's nothing you can't do
over the next 12 months — all the more reason for
taking your time and aiming for the one thing no
one else can reach.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You're beginning to feel that an extreme solution is the only
answer to your current problem. Maybe it is and
maybe it isn't, but you won't know for sure until
you give it a try. The time is right to take a few risks.
TAURUS(Apri120 - May 20): The more you
get the more you have to protect,the more you have
to protect the more you worry, the more you worry
the more the joy goes out of life. Today's New
Moon holds out the prospect of a new beginning —
all you have to do is get rid of the things you no
longer need.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A friend or
colleague may need your assistance, but you could
get more than a little annoyed that it's the same old
problem you've helped him/her with so many times
before. If you've previously said "this is the last
time" only to go through it all again, then this time
you must mean it.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Push yourself
just that little bit harder today. Force yourself to
walk that extra mile or do that difficult chore you
were planning to leave until tomorrow. Once you
seP how easy it is, you'll find that your stamina
moves on to a higher level, a level that will soon
become the norm.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): You should accomplish any task you set for yourself today. A combination ofcreative flair and charm will unlock almost
any door you want to open, be it the door to fame
and riches or the door to someone's heart. Be careful what you ask for—it could be yours.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Today's New
Moon is guaranteed to aggravate some kind of
family feud. The reasons for the feud are so old
they've long been forgotten, but everyone involved
is determined to keep it going. Everyone, that is,
except you. The time has come to point out what a
pointless feud this is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Communication
— or the lack ofit — should be your concern today.
It's no good assuming others know how you feel
and what you're thinking — the chances are they
don't. It may bore or even embarrass you having to
spell it out word for word,but you can't afford to be
misunderstood.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): If you have
financial worries, this is the moment to resolve
them.You won't be able to avoid what you owe,but
you'll be able to soften the blow to your bank
balance, especially if you're prepared to negotiate.
Noteveryone is out to bankrupt you — some people
actually want to help.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec.21): A New
Moon in your birth sign promises a new start for
those Sagittarians who refuse to live a lie. If you're
honest about what's wrong with your life, it won't
be long before a solution presents itself. It may not
be what you wanted, but it will be what you need.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Take no
notice of what's going on in the world today. The
only thing that matters now is what's going on
inside your head. If you find that your innermost
thoughts are out of step with your ambitions and
lifestyle, well, your ambitions and lifestyle will have
to change.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): If you still
haven't signed up to some kind of cause or movement that appeals to you, then do so today. You
won't be expected to sacrifice your individuality,
but you'll have to give a lead to those who don't
have your vision or way with words. Point the way,
and they will march.
PISCES(Feb.19 - March 20): Rarely has your
mind been clearer. Rarely have you been so certain
within yourself that the road you're about to travel is
the one destiny intended you to take. If happiness
comes from doing something different, then you can
make a difference today, merely be being yourself.
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New York Times Daily Crossword No""
ACROSS

64 First name in
30 Marconi's field
fashion
32 Hearty brew
65 "Big Mouth"
33 Enter, as a car
Martha
35 Frontiersman in
66 The Pentateuch
a coonskin cap
67 Tallies
39 Party line?
ea Balanced
41 Fore's
69 Atlanta
counterpart
university
42 Rubber hub
70 Track contest
43 Domingo's voice 71 Pause in the
44 Skirt feature
music
18 Soft cheese
46 Ike's W.W. II
19 Distinctive
domain
glows
DOWN
47 Slack
20 Where a student
Lion's trusting
49
Feels
nostalgia
may solve a
companion
for
problem
2 Kind of hygiene
si Honesty
23"What I Am"
3 Electronic
singer Brickell 54 Shortly
game giant
24 Actor Lukas of 55 God of war
4 Chinese
"Witness"
56 Obsequious
discipline
25 "Fat" Cosby
student
5 Sauerkraut,
character
62 Defeats
essentially
27 Using the VCR
decisively
6 Grinders
7 Song for
Madama
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Butterfly
8 Not an idler
COMES
ABBA
DES I
9 Bond rating
ASORE
ERIC
EVER 10 Place for a
GHOSTWRITE
F IBIE
student's essay
YANK
EEE
PUT IN 11 Crowd
R I TEOF PASSAGE 12 Walking —
EERIE
SEINE
(elated)
I NSGAM
SSGT 13 Put back to zero
DAM
RIP
DOE
KEG
ARE 21 Jumpy one
ESSO
XED
DOBB IN 22 Pops
STENO
NEONS 26 Wine poured to
honor a deity
BENCARTWR .1 GHT
27 Diplomat's
AMOUR
IAMB
AER
specialty
TOOL
RI GHT ANGLE 28 Healing plant
ETCIA
IDEA
ADELA 29 Teller's partner
DEER
BARB
ASSET
in magic
1 Confused
5 Lake in Africa
9 Detest
14 Carpet cutter's
calculation
15 Prefix with
dynamic
16 Solo
17 "The Gift of the

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Puzzle by Andrew Goldstein
30 Biathlon

equipment
31 Kitty starter
34A little night
MUSIC

Mineral rocks
Memorandum
38 Slaughter on
the ballfield
ao Reward for a
student
45 Surrounded by
as Sphere
50 Nighttime
noisemaker
36

37

51 Ala
52'—With a
View"
53 Prefix with
surgeon or
transmitter
54 Stockholm
native

57 Wander
58 Ye

Shoppe
a goalie
60 Peepers
61 1996
Tony-winning
musical
63 Timid
59 Slat for

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Community involvement
•

,
Drop m welfare recipients bolsters president's image
WASHINGTON(AP)— The nation's
welfare rolls have been cut by 2.1 million
people in four years with reductions —
some dramatic — recorded in all but five
states, President Clinton said Saturday.
"This is the biggest drop in the welfare
rolls in history," the president said in his
weekly radio address. He called it important progress toward "making the perma-

•

nent underclass a thing of the past."
Clinton pointed to Wisconsin with a 41
percent reduction in people receiving welfare and to Indiana's 38 percent decline.
Both states were granted "landmark waivers" by his administration to launch their
own welfare-reform experiments emphasizing work, he said.
But Clinton said much remains to do,

Are you a Techie ?
Do you want to be a techie ?
Fogler Library Wants You!
Work-study student technology positions are available in
Fogler Library working with Campus and Library computer
information systems. Excellent training opportunities
available for the right people ! Computer and interpersonal
skills wanted. Please apply at Fogler Library in the
Administrative Offices if you are interested !

including recruiting business and industry
to provide a million more jobs to ease
able-bodied people off the welfare roles
and into jobs.
Now, he said, "Every organization
which employs people should consider
hiring someone off welfare, and every
state ought to give these organizations the
incentives to do so."
The radio address delivered,Clinton flew
to Philadelphia aboard Air Force One to
attend the Army-Navy football game at Veterans Stadium and present the Commanderin-Chief Trophy to the winning team.
In his broadcast, the president said the
next step toward solving the welfare problem is for the states to implement the new
welfare overhaul by tailoring reform plans
to their communities.
He said the reform plans of 14 states
have already been certified and announced
that those of four others — California,
Nebraska, South Dakota and Alabama —
are approved.
"All their plans will require and reward work, impose time limits, increase

child-care payments and demand personal
responsibility," Clinton said.
"We'll protect the guarantees of health
care, nutrition and child care — all of
which are critical to helping families move
from welfare to work," he said. "And
we'll continue to crack down on child
support enforcement."
But he said a serious hurdle remains.
"Now we have to create a million jobs
for people on welfare by giving businesses
incentives to hire people off welfare and
enlisting the private sector in a national
effort to bring all Americans into the economic mainstream," Clinton said. "We
have to have help from the private sector."
Offering a Republican viewpoint in
the GOP radio response, Sen. Dan Coats,
of Indiana, urged Clinton to go beyond
general calls for bipartisanship and to "get
more specific."
He asserted that most Americans believe that "cold, bureaucratic federal programs" will not help desperate people or
lead to a better society, but private charitable efforts can help.

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart aa
4
,
Association 11

We'll give you
Macintosh'Performs'8214CD
75 MHz/8MB RAM/JOB/fit'CD-ROM
15"diplay/kcyboaszl

Now $1,299(or $24/mo.)

$150 to get
Power Macintosh 5260
120 MHz/16MB RAM/1.20/8X CD-ROM
14" built-in diplay/keyboard

Now $1,549(or $29/mo.)

your work
Macintosh Performa"8400CD
180 MHz/16MB RAM/16GB/8X CD-ROM
15"dIsplayikeyboani

Now $2,148 (or $40/mo.)

done faster.

lik
Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
For a limited time,you can snag a $150 rebate from Apple Computer when you purchase a Macintosh'
Apple'StyleWriter 1200 360x360 dpi13/W Now $195
computer and an Apple'printer.Just make tracks for your campus computer store and pick up
personal
Apple' Color StyleWrtter 1500 720x360 dpi BAP,'360x360 dpi Color Now $237
some of the most innovative technology in existence. Better still, using a Mae means getting stuff done
Apple' Color StyleWriter 2500 720:660 dpi B/W 360x360 dpi Color Now $323
a whole lot faster. Which should open up your schedule for the real important things. Like sleeping.
Visit the University of Maine Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall, Orono, ME 04469
or call (207) 581-2580, URL: CCweb.umecit.maine.edu
Hours: Mon. 10am-4:30pm, Tues.-Fri. 8:30am-4:30pm

Ter operalanuary 19,1997 Nopayment ofinterest orprincipal will be requira1for90days. Mines/ accruing during this90-dayPeriod will be added to theprincipaland will bear interest, which will be included in the repaysnentoshedule. For erample, the month cfNovember,1996badan hderest rate 0112.5%
with an Annual Percentage Rate(APR)of1393% A monthly payment of$2831for the Power Mac5260system is an estimate based on a total loan amount of$1,64894, which includes a sample purchase pnce of$1,549 anda 6% ban originationfee Interest is variable based on the Prime Rate as reported on the
prices, totalloan amounts,slate and localsales hues
A prread of3,9% TbeAppie computer loan has an 8-yaar loan term with no prepaymentpenalty and is subject to credit approval Monthly payments may vary dependins on actual computer
;
.56 business day Ofthe month in The Wall*eel.100rnal,Pign
and a change M the monthly variable interest nue 01996
Computer, Mc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, Macintosh, Performa, Power Macintosh and RyleWriter are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Ave mail-in rebate csfr validfrom November 2,1994 throwgbJanuary 81 1.997
iwbereprobiblkdby law. See participating resetkrforfiatber rules and
whik moues last and subject to atailability lb quailbfor rebate, printer, computer and an Apple monitor(g'sold separately) mast bepurchased on the same invoice. Wu good on any Macintosh desktop computer with any Appleprmter
details. All Macintosh aunputers are designed to be accessible to Individuals with disability. 78 learn more(7ig only), call 800-600-7808 or 77'Y800755-0601.
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• Perspective

Growing number of women in senate forces changes
WASHINGTON (AP) — For the first
time, the Senate will have nine elected
women members when the 105th Congress begins in January. They intend to
join forces on some issues, but the six
Democrats and three Republicans are likely to use their bloc-voting power sparingly.
Yet several women senators said issues important to women are likely to get
a careful hearing in the Senate because
women voted for Democrats by a lopsided
margin in November, not just because
there are more women senators.
—The big sensitizing factor out there
was the gender gap in this last election,
because it was huge," said Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif. "We now know that
the women of America essentially elected
this president. ... So clearly, issues which
concern women deeply are critical issues
— education, the environment, safe
streets."
Fellow California Democrat Sen. Barbara Boxer said, "I've heard Republicans
talk about, 'Where have we gone
wrong?'...They've got to search to see
what they can do, which is a big opportunity for the women in the Senate."
The gap hit some Senate races as well
as the presidential race. Exit polls show
that Georgia Democrat Max Cleland's win
benefited from a 30 percent larger preference by women than men. In addition,
women voters outnumbered men, 51 percent to 49 percent.
Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., dean
of the women's contingent come January,

said the nine women senators will "come
together on issues where we think we can
agree" but without forming a formal women's caucus.
But she and the senior Republican
woman senator, Kay Bailey Hutchison of
Texas, already are seeking opportunities
to cooperate.
"When we come back after the first of
the year, and we look at the agenda that
will be before us, we'll have a welcome
for the women and we'll be talking about
where we can collaborate," Mikulski said.
They likely would not vote often as a
bloc, in large part because they belong to
parties with conflicting agendas, subject
to pressures of party discipline on critical
issues. They also differ on regional questions and personal issues such as abortion.
But when they do stand together —
even though they are no more than nine
out of 100 senators — pastjoint undertakings by women senators across party lines
have demonstrated they will have a powerful impact.
"We bring different perspectives and
different credibilities to the table," said
Hutchison. "We have used that power
sparingly but forcefully," she said, and
will continue to limit such efforts to rare,
but important, issues in the future.
One example of that power was their
unanimous denunciation of a government report urging women not to start
periodic mammograms for breast cancer checks at age 40. "It was so universal among us that that was immediately dropped," Hutchison said.

In 1994,the Senate's then seven women senatorsjoined forces against top-level
pension benefits for Adm.Frank Kelso II,
forced to retire as chief of naval operations because of the Navy's 1991 Tailhook sex scandal.
They eventually lost, but "people were
surprised they got 43 votes," said Patricia
Ireland, president of the National Organization for Women.
Ireland urged some perspective, however, for those expecting the nine women
senators to have a huge impact next year.
"It's only been since 1993 that they
even had a women's bathroom near the
Senate," she said. "Now it's within a

THE'DAY

bladder's distance from the floor. Before
that, they had to go to a different floor and
use a public bathroom."
In the new Senate, both Maine and
California will be represented solely by
women,with Republican Susan Collins of
Maine joining fellow Republican Olympia Snowe.
Kansas,represented by two GOP women since June when Sheila Frahm was
appointed to Bob Dole's seat, will have no
women. Frahm lost a primary to keep her
job, and Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, Labor
and Human Resources Committee chairwoman and dean of Senate women, is
retiring after 18 years.
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Monday Special

Pasta-Till-Busta!
Only $6.95

•

Spaghetti, Linguine, Fettuccine, Penne and Cappelini
sauced to your hearts content with;
Marinara, Mushroom Marinara, White clam, Red Clam or Bolognese
Served with a garden salad and oven warmed bread.
•
•

jasmines

EVERY MONDAY EVENING
5:00 P.M. TILL 9:00 P.M.
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PSSST! Yeah YOU!
Can't find what you need to know
about Off-Campus life?

It's no big secret!
Just check out the new
Off-Campus Living Web site:

www.asa .um.maine.edu/offcam us
Brought to you by Off-Campus Board, The Center for
Students and Community Life, the letter X & the number 3.
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The Maine Campus
is now taking applications for:
City Editor: In charge of assigning reporters to cover
events on campus. You'll also write stories and columns
for the paper.
Style Editor: Like music, movies, books? We need a
person to be in charge of the style section of the
newspaper. Some responsibilities include writing
stories, organizing your own staff of writers, reviewing
CDs and books.
Writers: Want to be in The Maine Campus? Have a
voice? Like to write? The Maine Campus needs writers
for all sections!

1

Photographers: Have a camera, like to take pictures?
The Maine Campus needs photographers to cover all
‘-• events on campus.
Stop by The Maine Campus, 4th Floor Chadbourne Hall
Today for Your Application!
For more info: Call Jeff Tuttle, Editor-in-chief, at 581-1271
•Applications are due by Wednesday, December ll•
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Sports Brieft
Hulbert, Andrews win
JCPenny Classic
TARPON SPRINGS, Fla.(AP) —
Faced with a field that featured long
hitters and celebrated youngsters, Mike
Hulbert and Donna Andrews won the
JCPenney Classic on Sunday with simple, steady golf.
In a modified alternate-shotformat,
they parred the final three holes to
shoot a 3-under-par 69 and win the
rain-shortened event by one stroke over
the teams of Tiger Woods-Kelli Kuehne and Joel Edwards-Missie McGeorge.
Hulbert and Andrews finished at
16-under 197, earning them $350,000
in the event that pairs players from the
PGA and LPGA tours.
"The key was we got off to a good
start on the front nine, and they couldn't
catch us," Hulbert said."We got up by
three strokes and had a little cushion."
Most of the attention was on the
team of John Daly-Laura Davies, the
longest hitters on their tours, and on
Woods-Kuehne.
Kuehne, who won her second U.S.
Women's Amateur title, was making
her professional debut with the 20-yearold Woods, who won his third straight
U.S. Amateur and then bagged two PGA
Tour titles in a span of two months.
Woods-Kuehne shot a final-round
68, but hurt themselves with a threeputt bogey from 5 feet on the 14th hole.
After Woods rolled the birdie attempt
2 feet past the hole, Kuehne lipped out
coming back.
"That really hurt us," Woods said.
It also opened the door for Andrews
and Hulbert to claim the $375,000 winner's check.
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• Ice hockey

Black Bears split pair with BC
By Larry Rogers

period to turn a 3-3 tie into a 6-3 lead.
Third period goalsfrom Steve Kariya(5:12),
Sports Writer
ScottParmentier(6:04)and Brian White(7:13)
The University of Maine hockey team proved to be the difference.
continued its recent trend of winning on
Parmentier led the Black Bears with two
Friday night and losing on Saturday night goals, scoring his ninth and 10th of the season.
this weekend against Boston College at the The two-goal game was the fourth this season
Conte Forum.
for the speedy junior left wing. The two goals
Friday night the Black Bears posted a 6- were also his fifth and sixth goals in five games.
3 win and then suffered a 5-3 loss Saturday
Freshman forward Cory Larose scored a
night, marking the third straight weekend this goal 3:57 into the game to give Maine a 1-0
has happened.Saturday night's game was also lead and Parmentier made it 2-0 with his first
interim head coach Greg Cronin's last behind of the game on an assist from Larose with 17
the Maine bench.
seconds left in the opening stanza.
With the split, Maine's overall record
"We play so much better with the lead,"
moved to 7-7-1 and 2-5-1 in Hockey East. junior forward Shawn Wansborough said.
Maine is now 3-6 in its last nine games.
"When we're down we usually have a lot of
Friday night: Maine erupted for three guys trying too hard to make a play and it
unanswered goals in a span of2:01 in the third hurts us."

Dan Shermerhorn gave Maine a 3-1 lead at
8:54 of the second period before BC sophomore sensation Marty Reasoner scored two
goals in less than three minutes to tie it at 3-3
with 8:01 left in the period.
Junior walk-on goalie Javier Gorriti was
also impressive in his first start for Maine.
Gorriti made 23 saves on 26 shots to earn his
second Division I win.
"He played pretty well," said Wansborough, who had two assists in the win."He was
a little shaky out of the net handling the puck,
but he did well in between the pipes and made
some big saves."
Maine converted on three of five powerplay opportunities in the game and outshot the
Eagles 37-26.
See HOCKEY on page 18

Michigan downs Duke
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) -- Robert
Traylor's dunk with 6.2 seconds left
capped a closing 16-3 run Sunday,giving No. 7 Michigan a 62-61 victory
over No. 10 Duke in one of the toughest venues for a road team.
The Wolverines(5-0) trailed 58-46
with 10:37 left, but the Blue Devils(52)turned the ball over eight times down
the stretch and managed only three
free throws the rest of the way.
Trajan Langdon's pass with 32 seconds left missed a cutter and went into
the hands of Michigan's Maceo Baston, setting up Traylor's final basket.
After a 20-second timeout,the Wolverines worked the ball around the perimeter before Travis Conlan gunned a
pass into the 300-pound Traylor, who
drove the lane for his one-handed stuff.
Duke never got off a final shot, with
Jeff Capel losing the ball in traffic as
time expired. It was Duke's second
non-conference loss at Cameron Indoor
Stadium in 105 games dating to 1983.
Another Big Ten team, Illinois, pulled
off the previous win last December.

Maine head coach John Giannini scolds John Gordon during the Black Bears' 71-57 loss Sunday.(Joel Page Photo.)

• Men's basketball

Drexel's shooters down Maine
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
When asked for the Drexel University
men's basketball media guide to use one
word to describe his players, Bill Herrion
used the word "poised" for Mike DeRocckis.
DeRocckis proved he was just that
Sunday afternoon, as he calmly poured in
21 points as the Dragons beat the University of Maine 71-57.
"My teammates were all moving the
ball and the Open man was getting the
shots," DeRocckis said."I was pretty much
more open tonight than I was in previous
games."
Maine dropped to 2-6, 1-1 in America
East with the loss, while Drexel improved

to 3-1, 2-0 in America East play.
Maine was able to stay close with a
combination of perimeter shooting and
slashing drives to the basket. The Black
Bears cut the lead to as low as two, at 5048 with 13:33 left, when Terry Hunt scored
on a runner and was fouled by Chuck
Guittar. Drexel answered quickly when
Guittar hit a three with 12:45 remaining.
The Dragons outscored Maine 21-9
over the final 13 minutes to run away with
the 14-point win.
The Black Bears were dealt what could
be a severe blow when Ramone Jones
went down with a sprained right ankle
with 1:32 remaining in the game. Maine
coach John Giannini said Jones was being
evaluated after the game and that he was
unsure of the severity of the injury.

Drexel, known for its defensive prowess, had a man in Maine guard John Gordon's face the entire game. Head coach
Bill Herrion said his game plan was to
keep Hunt and Gordon under wraps.
"We knew defense was going to win
this game," Herrion said."We were really
concerned about Terry Hunt and John Gordon on the perimeter. We tried to shade
John Gordon all night."
Gordon only attempted five shots in 31
minutes, well below his 11 shots per game
average.
"They play defense well on me every
year. Everywhere I go on the court, they
are with me,even holding me sometimes,"
Gordon said.
See MEN'S HOOPS on
page 18
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Men's Hoops
Maine scored just 23 points in the second half, after going into the locker room
down only four, 38-34. Meanwhile,Drexel extended Maine's defense with the sharp
shooting of DeRocckis and the 6-foot-9
Guittar.
"We extend the zone a lot," DeRocckis
said.
"One of the strengths of our basketball
team is perimeter shooting," Herrion said.
"We've got guys that can shoot and they
have the green light. We knew coming
into this game we were going to face 40
minutes of zone and that's what you have
to do when you face zone is make shots."
The Dragons shot 54 percent from the
floor, including 10 of 20 from three-point
range. Guittar finished with 14 points.
Maine was led by Hunt, who finished
with 21 points and 11 rebounds, despite
playing with a hip-pointer. Jones had 13
points before leaving the game with his

from page 17
injury. Allen Ledbetter had 11 points and
eight rebounds.
Friday night: The Black Bears won
their America East opener, downing Hofstra University 81-73.
Maine built a 25-point lead with 10:07
remaining in the game.The Flying Dutchmen slowly cut away at Maine's lead to
nine with 4:59 left, 65-56. Maine responded and kept the lead at 10 until the
game's final 11 seconds. Hofstra then hit
two straight three-pointers and cut the
lead to six, 79-73, with 7.6 seconds remaining. Angelo Thomas hit a pair of
free-throws to seal the win.
John Gordon and Terry Hunt each
finished with 19 to lead Maine. After
struggling recently, Ledbetter notched a
double-double with 15 points and 13 rebounds.
Freshman Craig"Speedy"Claxton had
17 points for the 3-2 Flying Dutchmen.

• Women's basketball

Blodgett, Maine beat Hofstra
From Staff Reports
The University of Maine women's basketball team improved to 2-3 on the season
with a 65-61 victory over Hofstra University Friday night.
Cindy Blodgett scored a game-high 27
points in the win for Maine. She added six

rebounds and four assists in 33 minutes. Stacey Porrini had a double-double, scoring 12
points and pulling down 10 rebounds. Jamie
Cassidy also had 12points and eightrebounds.
Maine lead 36-25 at the end of the first
half, but were outscored 29-36 in the second
by Hofstra. Meg O'Brien lead the Flying
Lady Dutchmen with 17 points.

Hockey

from page 17

Saturday night: Marty Reasoner and
Brian Callahan scored two goals each to
lead Boston College to the win.
BC took a 4-2 lead on goals by Reasoner
and Callahan in the second period. Maine
cut it to 4-3 with 3:53 left in the third period
on Brian White's unassisted goal.
Shermerhorn put Maine on the board
first with his seventh goal of the year at 9:37
ofthe first period. But20seconds later Callahan made it 1-1 with a power-play goal. Chris
Master gave the Eagles a 2-1 lead at 11:39 of
the first. Matt Oliver tied it in the at 6:16 ofthe
second period.

Maine struggled on the power play, going 0-6, while BC converted 3-8. Gorriti
made 20 saves in the loss. Greg Taylor had
25 saves for BC.
Wansborough said Saturday night was a
case of missed opportunities for the Black
Bears.
"We didn't get any bounces," he said.
"(Friday night) we scored a couple weak
goals, which was nice because we haven't
got any of those in a while. But the second
night we didn't get those bounces — a couple
of guys missed empty nets because the puck
was bouncing the wrong way."

Maine's Allen Ledbetter attempts a shot during the Black Bears' 71-57 loss to
Drexel.(Joel Page Photo.)
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A1.i7tIENI1C Chinas&
will* tam* nutfat

1/2 price Pork Fried Rice
with order of PuPu Platter for 2
Take Out or Delivery Only

Catehtng cPags

10% discount on services to
all University students.

Tanning & Fitness Center

allo (itching
Complete Hair & Nail Care
Aerobics Monday-Thursday Evenings

25 South Main Street
Old Town, ME
827-2456

Mon-Fri, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat 12 p.m.-5 p.

ONLY

kJ CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

...•..•.••.....•.••••••••.•...•.....•••.•.••
:PIZZA KING ONLY $12.25
•
W/THIS COUPON

"
▪ X-LARGE SINGLE TOPPING
• 2 LITER SODA

MINIIlk

exp. 12/20/96

866-5505•

DUBAY AUTO PARTS
15 S. Water St.
Old Town, ME 04468
MEW ® 401111Mommmlaftuftw
827-5593

INAPDAuro

s

dWe Keep America Running."
•
• 10%

off any purchase

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.
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• NFL

Favre leads Packers over Broncos; Giants win
(AP)— Maybe Sunday's Broncos-Packers game was a Super Bowl preview after
all, since it was a rout by the team from the
NFC,which has won the NFL's title game
a dozen straight times.
But the game in Green Bay carried a
huge asterisk — the Broncos (12-2) were
resting John Elway and his sore hamstring
after clinching home-field advantage for
the AFC playoffs last week.
Brett Favre, who idolized Elway as a
youngster, threw four touchdown passes
and the Packers(11-3)won 41-6,securing
the NFC Central championship, the first
time in 29 years that they've won consecutive division titles.
"I told him, 'I love you to death, but
I'm glad you're not playing,'"said Favre,
who spoke briefly with Elway on the field
before the game.
Pittsburgh and San Francisco also
clinched playoff berths, the Steelers with
an uninspired 16-3 win over San Diego
that clinched the AFC Central. San Francisco guaranteed itself at least a wild-card
spot when Washington lost to Tampa 2410.
A moment of silence was observed at
all of Sunday's games in memory of Pete
Rozelle, the NFL commissioner from
1960-89. Rozelle died Friday evening.
The weekend began with Indianapolis'
37-10 win Thursday over Philadelphia.
In other early games Sunday,it was the
New York Giants 17, Miami 7; Jacksonville 23, Houston 17; Cincinnati 21, Baltimore 14; Atlanta 31, New Orleans 15,
and Chicago 35, St. Louis 9.
In late games, Carolina was at San
Francisco, Dallas at Arizona, the New
York Jets at New England and Buffalo at
Seattle.
Minnesota played at Detroit on Sunday night, and Kansas City is at Oakland
on Monday night.
The Broncos-Packers game was an anticlimax almost as soon as the Denver
locked up home-field advantage last week.
On Friday, Elway said he would rest the
hamstring that's been bothering him since
he first injured it Nov. 4.
So he and Favre shook hands before
the game,and then Elway retreated to the
sidelines.
Antonio Freeman, who returned last
week from a broken left forearm and had
10 catches for 156 yards, added nine for
175 and three touchdowns for Green Bay.

Elmer H. Lommler, M.D.
Internal Medicine

"I look at breaking my arm as a blessing in disguise," Freeman said. "It gave
me a chance to sit back and criticize myself a little without having to worry about
my confidence falling."
Dorsey Levens added a career-best 86
yards rushing as the Packers won their
15th straight home game. No wonder they
want to be here in January.
The Packers also got tight end Mark
Chmura back from a foot injury and he
had four catches for 70 yards.
Bill Musgrave made his first start in
six NFL seasons in Elway's place as the
Broncos' nine-game winning streak ended. Denver slipped to 2-8 in games Elway
has missed.
The Broncos had five successive threeand-out series, although one resulted in
Jason Elam's 39-yard field goal following
Tyrone Braxton's interception early in the
third period. They had no first downs in
the third quarter, and Terrell Davis, the
league's leading rusher, was held to 54
yards.
But coach Mike Shanahan didn't use
Elway's absence as an excuse.
"John is a great player," Shanahan
said. "You never want to lose a great
player, but we have to rebound better than
we did today."

for a season-high 209 yards — 117 above
their average — to hand Washington (86) its fifth loss in six games since starting 7-1.
Trent Dilfer threw a 22-yard touchdown pass to Jackie Harris, Mike Alstott
scored on a 13-yard run and Michael Husted kicked three field goals for Tampa Bay
(5-9), which has won four of five since
starting 0-5 under first-year coach Tony
Dungy.
Jaguars 23, Oilers 17
Natrone Means ran for two touchdowns, and the Jaguars' defense stuffed a
fourth-quarter rally as Jacksonville remained in the playoff picture in its second
year of existence.
Playing before a crowd of 20,196, the
third-smallestever to attend an Oilers game
at the Astrodome, the Jaguars (7-7) won
for the third straight game. The Tennessee-bound Oilers (7-7) lost for the fifth
time in seven games.
Giants 17, Dolphins 7
At Miami, Rodney Hampton ran 4
yards for a score and Howard Cross caught
a 1-yard TD pass from Dave Brown to
help New York (6-8) reduce Miami's
already slim playoff chances. The .Dolphins (6-8) have lost three in a row and
are in danger of posting their first losing

Steelers 16, Chargers 3
Pittsburgh remained unbeaten at Three
Rivers Stadium as the defense got five
sacks on Sean Salisbury, who was replacing the injured Stan Humphries. Mike
Tomczak threw to Andre Hastings for an
11-yard touchdown and Norm Johnson
had field goals for 49,39 and 21 yards for
the Steelers (10-4).
The two teams combined for eight turnovers, and Salisbury wasjust 10-of-19 for
125 yards for San Diego (7-7).
Buccaneers 24, Redskins 10
At Tampa Bay,the Buccaneers rushed

season since 1988.
New York rushed for 131 yards, including 60 by Hampton and 59 by Tyrone
Wheatley.Brown completed 21 of28 passes for 169 yards.
Bears 35, Rams 9
At Chicago,Rashaan Salaam, who has
stumbled through his sophomore season
after rushing for 1,074 yards in 1995, ran
for 115 yards on 19 carries and scored
twice for the Bears (6-8).
Michael Timpson, caught six passes
for 111 yards for Chicago. Dave Krieg
added a 27-yard touchdown pass to Curtis
Conway and a 1-yard touchdown run as
the Rams(4-10) were held to less than 13
points for the eighth time this year.
Bengals 21, Ravens 14
At Cincinnati, Jeff Blake threw a 1yard touchdown pass to Tony McGee with
3:14 left, then the Bengals stopped the
Ravens at the 1-yard line with 23 seconds
remaining to seal the win.
Cincinnati(6-8)improved to 5-2 under
coach Bruce Coslet, who has turned the
team around but failed to fill seats. Only
43,022 fans showed up on a snowy afternoon, the smallest crowd of the season.
Vinny Testaverde drove the Ravens
See NFL on page 20

MARKETING ASSISTANT
15-20 hrs/week
Pomerantz Staffing Services is seeking a candidate to be assigned

to a leading Fin'! Services company in Bangor. Candidate must
possess administrative and strong word processing skills. Here is
your chance to gain valuable experience while attending college.
Send Resumes to:
Ron Hamilton, Director
115 Franklin St. Suite lA
Bangor, ME 04401
Equal Opportunity Employer
or Fax 942-1266

AIBNA
NEW ENGLAND'

Orono Job Fair
Tuesday, December 10, 1996
at our Orono Facility
16 Godfrey Drive • from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
MBNA is the world's second largest lender through bank credit cards, with
millions of Customers. As the world's leading issuer of the Gold MasterCard,
we are known for unparalleled commitment to our Customers and to the
people of MBNA.

• FULL TIME

Judith A.Rule, RN, MSN,CFNP

Hours:

Nurse Practitioner
(Available Thursdays & Fridays)

Monday through Thursday 4 to 10 p.m.,
Friday 3 to 8 p.m.

Salary:

$7.15 per hour which includes a 10% shift differential

Benefits:

Medical, dental, vision, paid holidays, paid vacations,
401K Plan, tuition reimbursement, incentives and bonuses,
and personal life insurance.

of the

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH CENTER
99 Park Street
Orono, ME 04473
(207)866-5400
"Providing Primary Health Care
to the Community"

ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS
MANY ON SITE SERVICES
NYL Care•HealthsourceMedicare•Medicaid•Blue Shield

Practice Limited to Patients 16 years of age and older,

• PART TIME
Hours:

Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
Friday 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 5 to 9 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 6 to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 9 p.m. to midnight*

Salary:

$6.50 per hour
*$7.48 per hour which includes a 15% shift differential

Benefits:

Paid holidays and vacation, bonuses and incentives.

For more information and to arrange an interview time, please call
800-645-6682 or apply in person at:
MBNA New England
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, ME 04473
MBNA New England is an Equal Employment Oppornmity/Affirmative Action Employer.
©1996 MBNA America Bank, NA
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NFL
(4-10) to the Bengals' 5-yard line, two
runs got to the 1,then Testaverde tossed to
fullback Carwell Gardner, who was tackled for no gain by Sam Shade.
Falcons 31, Saints 15

Bobby Hebert came back to New Orleans and overcame two interceptions
and a fumble with three touchdown passes for Atlanta in a battle between two of
the NFL's worst teams. But it wasn't all

good for the Falcons—the victory moved league's worst teams, play was sloppy.
Atlanta (3-11) ahead of the Saints(2-12) The Falcons were penalized nine times for
and the Jets, and dropped them third in 70 yards and had a touchdown and 84yard fumble return nullified. The Saints
the draft order.
12 penalties for 76 yards.
drew
the
of
two
between
game
a
Befitting

The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.

help wanted
JOBS AVAILABLE: I have a variety of
people assisting me with daily activities like
eating etc., because different people feel
more comfortable doing different things.
So, I have five different jobs that you can
pick from. There are only five openings
next semester so if you are interested call
right away. For morc information about
me and my disability, look at my homepage
at http:/maine.maine.edu/-wpicar41/
index.html or call Bill Picard at 1-7170
and leave a message.
Paid vacation chasing the U Maine
Women's Basketball team to North
Carolina Dec. 26- Jan.1. Call Bill Picard at
581-7170 for more information.
Wanted live-in student. Must be in Child
Development or Education. Car a must.
Must transport kids to daycare. All living
expenses except food. Christian father two
kids. Call for more details evening after 6
825-4456 Orrington.
Cruise Ships Hiring - Travel the
world while earning an excellent
income in the cruise ship & land
tour industry. Seasonal & Fulltime employment available. No
exp. necessary. For info. call 1206-971-3550, ext. c50676
Math Tutor-Get help w/math. All
levels through calculus. GRE Prep. Call
Mary at 827-0539
Semester Break Help Wanted in So.
ME. Call 207-363-3040. 2-4 week
program. Earn $10/start.

for sale
86 Chevy Cavalier Z24 runs good,
some rust. Need to sell before semester ends. $400 or BO Call 866-7161
Thule car rack for Volvo, Saab etc.
Used a few times 880,00 Call 866-2458
Kenmore minifridge
50 bucks OBO
Call Carl at 581-6809
IBM computer for sale. Disk drive,
monitor, key board, printer, key board,
printer, all for $275. Call 827-0178
Brother Ink-jet word processor • superflat 14" monitor. Top of the line,
hardly used, one year old. Call 17613
Complete IBM computer system 286,
20 MHZ, 4MHZ/RAM, 80 HB hard
drive with windows 3.1, Zenith 14" flat
VGA monitor and Panasonic printer
KX-T1180 lot of software total 8250.0C
KICKER AND AMP 8 INCH
SUBWOOFERS. MUST HEAR $3001
OBO FOR BOTH. CALL 866-4964
1993 Sentra AC 5 speed cruise rear
def. am-fm cassette 866-205
1987 Celebrity wagon am-fm air new
tires front wheel dr $1000 Call 866-2298

For sale: Playstation, 5 games, 2
controllers, memory card. $215 or B/0
Call 1-7213

apartments
Orono- Housesitter wanted to care for
my home, cat, & plants Dec-May. Rent
negotiable 941-9531
Old Town 2 Bdrm clean, spacious,
garage, storage, wash/dry. Near bus
1/10 $550 +util x2524 or 866-3844
5 bedrm apt on the river to sublet
for 2nd sem. clean private trilevel 175$
mo or 875$ Call 827-9458
Roommate wanted. Rent is $150 plus
phone + elec. Call Kris at 827-9349
One bedroom in four bedroom apt for
rent. $200/mo. + elec + phone. 5
min. walk to York Village available Dec
20. take over lease until May. No
deposit. Call Jocelyn at 866-3107
Efficiency 1-2-3-4 bedroom apts, available
Jan. 1. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113, no
pets, walking distance to campus.
Private rooms only $270 per
month. On campus, everything
included. No alcohol. 866-0283
Efficiency apt. available immediately,
$275 walking distance, no pets. Call
866-2516 or 941-9113
Orono. Washburn Place Apt. 149 Park
St. Luxury 2 BR Town home. Close to
campus. 1 Bath, Heat, Water, Sewer
incl. No pets. Sec Dep. Lease req.
$560. Call 945-6955.
5 Bedroom, 2 full bath
Townhouse closer to U.M. Modern, clean, carpeted, decks front &
rear. Tr -level, river access. Pet ok.
Privacy assured. New cond. Heat,
water, sewer & more incl. $875.
mo. or $175.- each. Available
immediatly...Call 827-6212
4-5 bedroom apartment available
for rent immediately minutes to
UMO on bus route. Please call after
5:00 827-3614
Bradley lbr apt in quite setting, $350/
mo+elec. No pets, 7 miles- campus.
Refs + sec dep. 827-7017
Two rooms available for next semester 17A
Water St. five bedroom 3 people live there
two more needed $200 per month heat
included. Ask for Tim. Phone 866-5507
Beautiful 3-4 br house w/dr, 2 Ir's, w/
in hu, hw floors, dishwasher. For rent
in OT. $595 Call 866-5571...Loni
Rooms for next semester. Pool table, 3
meals a day. Comfortable study rooms
$2400 for all. Call X. 866-4627
3 bedroom, 2 bath Townhouse - Oron•
$750 3 bedroom home -Orono - $650
Rental Solutions 947-2184.
Brown St. 7 rooms, Penobscot River
views. Washer/dryer/dishwasher.
$650 with heat + hot water 827-6788.
Scenic 2 bedroom. $390 includes

all utilities. Brown St. Garden
space available. 827-6788
2 bdr clean + sunny $360 plus
utils. 862-3531
LIVE IN THE WOODS! CLEAN,
SUNNY, 2BR CABIN IN GREENBUSH
20 MIN. TO CAMPUS $350 HEATED
941-9531
5 Bedroom, 2 full bath townhouse.
Close to U.M. Modern, clean, carpeted,
decks front + rear. Tr -level. River
access. Pet ok. Privacy assured. New
cond. Heat, water, sewer & more incl
$875.-mo. or $175.-each. Available
imMediatly Call 827-6212

miscellaneous
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Will do light house keeping- shopping
or sitting with your elderly loved
ones. Reasonable rates-References
825-8742. Call weekdays after 5pm
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'll
help. Free Pregnancy Test 942-1611
Holiday Travel? Professional pet s"rtting in
your home while you are away bonded
reasonable rates 8848894 or 1-800-995-7008
We now have gift baskets!
Come check us out the Body Shop
Kiosk! Memorial Union W&Th 9-3
Free for taking. Large metal/wooden office
desk. Just come and get it. 827-0178
The Child Study center Preschool has
morning or afternoon openings for
January. Ages 2-5. 581-3080
Travel and Study in Canada next Fall!
Undergraduate opportunity in English
or French. Go East, Central, or West.
Get info before holiday break. Gail
Yvon x1-4225, Canadian-American
Center, 154 College Ave.
We buy used computers- Computer
Renaissance 11 Bangor Mall Blvd. 942-9505
SPRINGBREAK '97! Cancun, Jamaica,
& Florida. Campus Reps & Group
Organizers EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.... Call us today 1-800-700-0790
$6 billion in public and private sector grants
& scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help. For more
info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50675
Attention: Graduating Seniors! The
Orono-Old Town Kiwanis Club is seeking
furniture, household goods, books, etc. for
its 1997 Charity Auction. If you don't take
it with you, leave it with us! For free
pickup, call 866-4816 and leave a message.
Spring Break '97 reliable Spring Break
company Hottest destinations! Coolest
vacations! Organize group! Travel
free! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Padre, Florida, from $99 1-800-4267710 or www.sunsplashtours.com

Call now Erotic Sensations male and
female exotic dancers. Special
college rates. Phone # 990-0425
Call 581-1774 to participate in the
Child of the Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly student-run survey of UM/Profs.
Spring 96 evaluation of Professors is
out! http://www.ume.maine.edu/
-sgov/child.good.bad.ugly.htm -s. Gov
Name a Star for someone. Great
gift. Star Registration only $33.
Call today 1-800-382-9833 ext. 232
The STUDENT ENVR. ACTION
COALITION presents Dr. RICHARD
KOMP regarding "Solar Water
Desalinization & Village Solar Energy
Systems- RURAL NICARAGUA" FFA
Room, Union Wed. 12/11, noon.
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands
of groups raise the money they need
Call Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext. 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.
COME SEE THE GUY THAT
MADE DAVID LETTERMAN
FAMOUS! Hal Gurnee is coming
to 1 00 D. P. Corbett on Tuesday,
December 10,1996 at 7:00PM.
Arrive early for seats! Sponsored
by the Guest Lecture Series.

lost & found
Thanks a Millon to the person who
found my keys in the Steam Plant
parking lot on Dec 2. Blue Geo owner
Lost- blue Patagonia pile jacket at
Chiaband show Friday night at the
Seadog with two sets of irreplaceable keys. Keys more important
than jacket. If found call Joel at
866-3007 or drop them off at the
Maine Campus.
Lost a pair of black mitts. Lost in 110
Little Hall. Reward. Call Ben at 866-3740

personals
Call your date now! Easy romance! 1-900-988-3008 ext 5500
Help distribute evaluation forms.
Available at undergraduate
Student Government Office,
Memorial Union.
Vote for the REAL TEAM, Vote for
Brian" Calgon" Fanning and Jerry
"The Goat" Graffam for IFC
Do you relate to coffee talk? If so,
come to meet Hillel. 1-8843
In this years's I.F.C. elections,
you can vote for one fraternity
or you can vote for DIVERSITY.
Vote for Brian Fanning (SC) and
Jerry Graffam (FKS). This is no
dream it's reality.

3 days •3 lines •3 bucks

